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The paper is devoted to the problem of integer-valued estimating of infor-
mation quantity in a pixel of digital image. The definition of an integer estima-
tion of information quantity based on constructing of the certain binary hie-
rarchy of pixel clusters is proposed. The methods for constructing hierarchies 
of clusters and generating of hierarchical sequences of image approximations 
that minimally differ from the image by a standard deviation are developed. 
Experimental results on integer-valued estimation of information quantity are 
compared with the results obtained by utilizing of the classical formulas. 
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Introduction 
For computer calculations a set of pixels of a digital image is divided into 
clusters of pixels, which either constitute connected segments, either represent 
the sets of none-adjacent segments, or any other subsets of pixels, and the im-
age is described in terms of appropriate structural elements. Usually it is as-
sumed that the same pixels contain equal information quantities, estimated 
from the classical formulas [1]. In accordance with the estimation by 
R. Hartley the information quantity iq  in the i-th pixel of the image is the 
same for all pixels and is expressed in bits as a binary logarithm of the number 
g  of intensity levels: 
gqi 2log ,                                          (1) 
and in accordance with the estimation by C. Shannon the information quantity 
iq  in the i-th pixel is calculated as a binary logarithm of pixel probability ip , 
taken with the opposite sign: 
ii pq 2log .                                         (2) 
For any pixel subset, particularly a set of pixels of the image, the informa-
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tion quantity Q  is calculated by adding iq : 
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where N  is the number of pixels in the image. 
So the integral information quantity Q  is expressed as gNQ 2log  for 
estimation by R. Hartley (1). For estimation (2) by C. Shannon, Q  has a form 
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2 loglog , where in the first formula the summation 
is carried out over the pixels, and in the second formula the summation is car-
ried out over the intensity levels. 
In both classical estimations (1) и (2) the real values are obtained, that vi-
olates interpretation of bit as the smallest unit of information quantity. In our 
steganographic model of an image as a storage medium [2, 3] this difficulty of 
interpretation does not arise, since, according to the model, the digital image 
produces its own "virtual" memory that provides data storing and extracting 
like a conventional computer memory. In steganography task the information 
quantity is defined as embedding capacity or the maximum volume of embed-
ded data. At that the information quantity turns out to be an integer. Currently, 
the model is generalized to solve the problem of optimal image segmentation 
[4, 5]. The development of the model involves the generalization and refine-
ment of integer-valued estimation of information quantity. The aim of the pa-
per is a definition of integer information quantity in a pixel of digital image 
and its comparison with the classical estimations. 
 
1. Integer estimation of information quantity 
Let the clusters of identical pixels are treated as indivisible and referred to 
as uniform clusters. 
Let us construct a binary hierarchy of pixel clusters wherein for each non-
uniform cluster the division into two sub-clusters with different average inten-
sities is defined. Then the definition of an integer information quantity in a 
pixel of the image is formulated as follows. 
 
Definition. The number of bits of information quantity in a pixel of the im-
age coincides with the number of non-uniform clusters that contains the given 
pixel. 
 
In the ordinary case of uniform clusters they coincide with the whole sets of 
pixels of a particular intensity. At that, if the clusters are divided into a hie-
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rarchy of nested clusters consisting of the same number of uniform clusters, 
the above definition is expressed by R. Hartley estimation (1). If the hierarchy 
is so that each cluster is divided into sub-clusters with the same number of 
pixels, it is expressed by С. Shannon estimation (2). 
The meaning of the definition consists in direct counting of binary values 
of information accompanied with division of cluster into two non-uniform sub-
clusters. These binary values can be sequentially read from the pixels of nested 
sub-clusters depending on their higher or lower average intensity. 
 
2. Isomorphic invariant image representation 
A binary hierarchy of pixel clusters is perceptually determined by means of 
so called «compact» representation Hu  of the image u . Compact representa-
tion Hu  is such an image in which a set of clusters is packed in a hierarchical 
sequence of image partitions with minimal repetitions of only uniform clusters. 
In our interpretation image information is treated as certain codes, which 
are extracted from the image. These codes constitute a compact representation 
of the image information Hu  according to the rules of the pseudo-ternary 
number system [2]. In pseudo- ternary number system, the non-negative integ-
ers are expanded in powers of 2 , as in conventional binary number system, but 
with coefficients 0, 1 and 2 , as in ternary number system . Extracted bits are 
encoded by values 0 and 2, and the neutral value 1 encodes extracting of zero 
quantity of information from a pixel of indivisible cluster. 
So, the compact representation specifies the hierarchy of clusters encoded 
in the pixels of Hu , which in an iterative top-down mode of splitting of clus-
ters are constructed as follows. 
At the first iteration all pixels of the image are assigned to the same cluster, 
and all pixels of Hu  are zeroed. 
At the next iteration, each non-uniform cluster of image pixels is split into 
two sub-clusters, and the pixel values of the invariant representation Hu  are 
doubled. If the given cluster of image pixels is uniform, then all pixels of cor-
responding cluster of invariant representation Hu  are increased by 1. If the 
given cluster of image pixels is non-uniform, then the pixels of the invariant 
representation Hu , corresponding to the pixels of the image that contained in 
the nested cluster with a higher average intensity, are increased by 2. Trans-
formation of the remaining pixels of the compact representation Hu , corres-
ponding to the pixels of the image from the nested cluster with a lower average 
intensity, at given iteration is limited to the previous doubling. Iterations of 
constructing of compact representation Hu  are repeated. The procedure is 
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completed when the set of image pixels is decomposed into uniform clusters. 
Pseudo-ternary number system for each pixel of compact representation 
enables to reproduce the values obtained at any iteration. To obtain the se-
quence of these values the simple arithmetical transformation is iteratively 
used, consisting in that odd values are entirely divided by 2, and even values 
are entirely divided by 4 and doubling then [2]. In this case an integer informa-
tion quantity in given pixel of the image coincides with the number of even 
values in the discussed sequence of reducing values of pixel of compact repre-
sentation Hu . Thus, if Hu  is known, then the integer estimation of informa-
tion quantity is trivial and doesn't require to resume the image analysis. Inter-
pretation of transformations of pixel values by means of arithmetic operations 
with powers of 2 as shifts of codes in virtual memory gives grounds to treat 
Hu  as an image representation recorded in the digital memory, which is gen-
erated by the image itself and is similar to a conventional computer memory 
[2, 3]. 
The compact image representation Hu  is also called "invariant", since it 
remains unchanged under linear transformation of pixel intensities for certain 
algorithms of splitting of non-uniform clusters into a pairs of nested subclus-
ters, for example, by conventional Otsu thresholding [6]. 
The transformation H  of image u  into invariant representation Hu  com-
mutes with its conversion into negative, as well as with image scaling by dup-
licating pixels. At the same time, the mentioned conversions don't influence on 
information quantity in a pixel of an image. 
A characteristic property of invariant image representation at all iterations 
of constructing is that it is obtained by isotone (i.e., order-preserving) convert-
ing of average intensities within the clusters of image pixels into integer pixel 
values of invariant representation Hu  without changing the order of intensity 
levels. In other words, an invariant representation Hu  is isomorphic to piece-
wise constant approximation of the image with the average intensities, wherein 
the pixel values are replaced by the averages within the clusters. 
 
3. Quasioptimal image approximations 
According to the proposed general definition, a particular integer estima-
tion of information quantity essentially depends on a hierarchy of clusters, 
which can be defined by the algorithm of non-uniform cluster splitting into 
pair of sub-clusters, as well as by the sequence of piecewise constant approxi-
mations of the image, wherein cluster repetitions exist. The most widely used 
criterion of quality of approximation is the standard deviation   of the ap-
proximation from the image or the total square error 2NE   [7]. Usually, 
the approximations that minimally differ from an image in E  or   for se-
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quential cluster numbers are considered as the best. In general, the sequence of 
optimal image approximations is not hierarchical and therefore insufficiently 
convenient for calculations [4]. Nevertheless, in image processing tasks it ap-
pears possible to majorize nonhierarchical sequence of optimal approximations 
by hierarchical sequence of quasioptimal approximations [8]. 
In the simplest case, the sequence of quasioptimal image approximations is 
obtained by splitting of the non-uniform clusters according to conventional 
histogram Otsu method [6], wherein the threshold intensity value is found 
from the condition of maximum decrease of the total squared error E . How-
ever, Otsu method [6] has no obvious generalization to the case of color and 
multispectral images. In perspective of multidimensional generalization it 
seems more promising to define the cluster splitting as backward last step of 
iterative merging of clusters [4, 9, 10]. 
To avoid analysis of cluster repetitions the computation of hierarchical se-
quence of quasioptimal image approximations, containing 1, 2, 3, ... clusters of 
pixels, is performed in two stages. At the first stage a compact invariant repre-
sentation Hu , which specifies the sequence of partitions of the image pixels 
into 1, 2, 4, 8 ... clusters, is calculated. At the second stage, a compact repre-
sentation is expanded into a sequence of approximations with successively 
increasing numbers of clusters, providing the maximal decrease of the total 
squared error E  or standard deviation  . 
The results of calculations are presented either as ordinary piecewise con-
stant image approximations with 1, 2, 3, 4 ... average intensities, either as cor-
responding invariant representations that describe the piecewise constant ap-
proximations of the averaged pixels in a similar manner as Hu  describes the 
original image. 
Distinguishing feature of quasioptimal image approximations with 
1, 2, 3, 4 ... average intensities is that the corresponding sequence 
...,,, 321 EEE  of values of the total squared error E  is convex [10]: 
1...,,3,2,
2
11   giEEE iii .        (4) 
Convexity property (4) holds also for a compact sequence of quasioptimal ap-
proximations of 1, 2, 4, 8 ... clusters. 
Thus, quasioptimal approximations preserve the property (4) of optimal ap-
proximations. In contrast to the optimal approximations, quasioptimal approx-
imations are convertible into isomorphic invariant representations. 
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4. Experimental results 
To illustrate the content of the paper we present the results of computations 
obtained for a standard image "Lena" (Fig. 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Standard image "Lena". 
 
Fig. 2 allows evaluating the quality of quasioptimal approximations com-
pared with optimal [8]. 
 
Fig. 2. A standard deviation   of optimal and quasioptimal approxima-
tions from the image depending on the number g  of pixel clusters. 
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Fig. 2 on a logarithmic scale along the abscissa shows the graphs of stan-
dard deviation   of the number of clusters g  for optimal approximations 
(bottom dashed curve) as well as the approximations, calculated by the itera-
tive Otsu thresholding, and approximations obtained by iteratively merging 
clusters (two upper solid interlaced curves). 
As seen in Fig. 2, the curves practically coincide with each other that illu-
strates the possibility of approximating of non-hierarchical optimal approxima-
tion sequence by hierarchical sequence of quasioptimal approximations, which 
are much simpler to calculate, store and analyze when computing. 
Fig. 3, for two, three and four levels of average intensity, demonstrates the 
optimal approximations and quasioptimal image approximations. 
 
    
    
   
Fig. 3. Optimal and quasioptimal piecewise constant approximations. 
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Optimal approximations are placed in the top row, and quasioptimal image 
approximations are listed in two bottom rows. The latter are shown in the inva-
riant mode of representation, normalized for working intensity range. 
Approximations obtained by iterative Otsu thresholding are shown in the 
middle row. Approximation based on the cluster splitting by means of revers-
ing of last merging of clusters [4, 9, 10] are shown in the bottom row. Visual-
ly, the quasioptimal  approximations reproduce the image no worse than op-
timal approximations. At the same time, owing to the property of isomor-
phism, the invariant representation has a little effect on perception, but in pat-
tern recognition can significantly improve the robustness of image segmenta-
tion results. 
The information quantity in the image approximation is estimated as the in-
formation quantity in the image, wherein pixel values are replaced by intensi-
ties, averaged within each of g  clusters constituting the given approximation, 
so that these clusters are formally treated as indivisible.  
In this case, the information of the image is divided into information en-
coded in g  clusters as independent images and the information encoded in the 
image by means of a clusters, considered as an elements of the image. Then, 
the integral information quantity Q  in an image is decomposed into the sum 
of the information quantity 0Q  in the approximation of an image and informa-
tion quantities iQ  in g  clusters, considered as separate images: 



g
i
iQQQ
1
0 ,                                     (5) 
Property (5) of information quantity can be regarded as strengthened mono-
tony property, stating that the information quantity of the whole image is not 
less than the total information quantities in its parts: 


g
i
iQQ
1
. 
The graphs in Fig. 4 illustrate for integer-valued and classical estimations 
the behavior of total information quantity in the image approximations de-
pending on the number of clusters g .  
Integral quantity of information 0Q  is measured by the percentage of the 
image volume in a computer memory. Dashed curves in Fig. 4 describe esti-
mations by C. Shannon. Estimations by R. Hartley are marked with gray 
curves. Our integer-valued estimation is shown by black solid lines.  
The left graph in Fig. 4, constructed from the data of [3], meets the hie-
rarchy of clusters designed for steganographic embedding. When constructing, 
the division into sub-cluster is carried out by minimizing the absolute value of 
the difference between the numbers of pixels in nested sub-clusters. 
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Рис. 4. A comparison of the integer estimation of information quantity with 
the classical estimations. 
 
In this case an integer estimation of information quantity has intermediate val-
ues between the classical estimations and with increasing number of clusters 
approaches to estimation by C. Shannon. As shown in [3], not only the integral 
value of integer estimation of information quantity are consistent with estima-
tion by C. Shannon, but also its distribution over the pixels of the image. Thus, 
if the total square error E  is not taken into account when constructing the im-
age approximations, then we get an integer analogue of Shannon's estimation. 
Graph on the right of Fig. 4 illustrates the behavior of information quantity 
estimations for the approximations constructed by minimizing of the total 
squared error in the algorithm of cluster splitting by reversing of last step of 
iterative cluster merging [4, 9, 10]. In this case, the curve for integer-valued 
estimation is somewhat higher than the curve for the Shannon's estimation and 
is intertwined with the curve for Hartley's estimation. So, while minimizing 
the total squared error E  we come to an integer-valued analogue of Hartley's 
estimation. It should be added that the algorithm of iterative Otsu’s threshold-
ing leads to the similar results. 
In general, basing on the results of the experiments, we can conclude that 
the proposed integer estimation agrees with the classical estimations of infor-
mation quantity. 
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Сonclusion 
In this paper we have tried to develop and generalize the concept of integer-
valued quantity of information, avoiding the details of  previously developed 
and patented steganographic model of  image with virtual memory [2, 3], in 
particular, the details of data embedding  in the image (RF patents 
№2006119146 and  №2006119273). Focusing on extracting information, we 
have formulated the definition of an integer information quantity and checked 
it for plausibility by comparing the results with those obtained by the classical 
formulas. 
At the current stage of the study, the proposed integer estimation of infor-
mation quantity in the image is practically important for steganography appli-
cations. It may seem that, in another image processing tasks, particularly in the 
task of image segmentation by means of optimal approximations, the applica-
tion of the integer estimation of information quantity and related notions is 
limited by histogram processing methods. However, it is not quite so. Effec-
tive majorizing of optimal image approximations by means of quasioptimal 
approximations enables one to reduce the optimal image approximating by 
connected segments to a simple reduction in the number of segments that con-
stitute pixel clusters of quasioptimal approximations.  
Methods of constructing of quasioptimal image approximations with a li-
mited number of connected segments and study of the peculiarities of corres-
ponding integer-valued estimating of the information quantity determine the 
direction of future research. 
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